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SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS il

COMBINATIONS:
MATHEMATTCS-CHEMTSTRY-BTOLOGY (MCB)

- MATHEMATTCS -COMPUTER SCTENCE-ECONOMICS (MCEI
- MATHEMATTCS-ECONOMTCS-GEOGRAPHY (MEc)
- MATHEMATTCS -PHYSrCS-COMPUTER SCTENCE (MpC)
- MATHEMATTCS-PHYSrCS-GEOGRAPHY (Mpel
- pHysrcs-cHEMrsTRy-MATHEMATICS (pCM)

pHysrcs-EcoNoMrcs-MATHEMATICS (pEM|

DURATION: g TiOUNS

INSTRUCTIONS:

1) Write your names and index number on the answer booklet as written on your
registration form, and DO NOT write your names and index number on additional
answer sheets of paper if provided.
Do not open this question paper until you are told to do so.
This paper consists of two sections: A and B.

Section A: Attempt all questions. (S5marks)
Section B: Attempt only three questions. (4Smarks)

Geometrical instruments and silent non-programmable calculators
may be used.
Use only a blue or black pen.

2)
3)

4)

s)
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SECTIOI{ A : Attempt all questions.

1)

l5$markaI

Find the row where the number 841 rxrould appear if the pattern above

continued. tSmarhs|

2) Find the values of the constants *, & and r for which a * bsin ?x * ccos 2x

is a particular integral of the differential equation
g{ + 4v : ZS - ?Scas Zx.
dna {4marh*}

3) A curye has a polar equation r{4 - 3 cos 0} : 4. pind its Cartesian

equation in the form y3 : f(x). {4mark*f

Using a determinaat, Iind the area of the triangle whose vertices are

{-3, 1), (2, -41and {5, 1}. Are the given points collinear? {Smarks}

In fr3, we have c : (1, 0,-2), b : (-1, 3, 1) and we consider

x: G * b, y: *7c* b and g : 3a* 5&. Using the properties of

the vector space, calculate T - 2x * 3y + e. {Smarks}

4)

s)

6) In a certain college, 55% of the students are female , 650/o of the
students are full-time aad 35% of the students are male full-time .

Find the probabihry that:
{a} a student chosen at random from all the students in the College is

part-time .

(b) a student chosen at random from a1l the students in the College is
female and part-time.

(c) a student chosen at random from all the female students in the
College is part-time.

Solve in H set the equation: ?ln{x + 1} - ln tl- x}.
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8) If Un= n + {*\' Ji
, find lim Un }imo*oo so l4marlsI2n +l

9) From lt 2, 3, t, 5, 6, 7-, B, 9 copy and complete the table below such
that no number {dlglt} is repeated and that the sum of t}re two digits
in a column gives the third digit. {3roar}*l

10) Let f be the sine function, let g be the function 2x and let h be
the cosine function. Prove that the function f(g) is the same as
the tunction g(fh).

11) Find the angle s between the planes urith equations
Zx* 3y : z - 3 and 4x+ 5y : 1 -s.

Hence write the symmetric equations of their line of intersection i.

Lzl Find the equation of a parabola whose vertex is at the origin and
directrixr*7:0.

13) a) Determine whether the series {Urr}*erj*r grven by Ur. : $ i*
arithmetic or geometric.

b) Calcul*r* f ', .

. r=l

14) The foci of hSryerbola coincide with the foci of the ellipse * * * : t.

Find the equation of the hlperbola if its eccentricif is 3.

15) Calculate: [-- tmr-ar.
r secx+cosx

{4markt}

{2marks}
{?mar}sf

{3mar}s}

{2mar}sf

{2marks}

{4marks}

l3marksf
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SECTIOIT B: Attempt only three questioas" {46marksl

16) Obtain the regression equation of k on y'and ? on x'taking the origin

X:

as 2 and 200 for x and y respectivelY:

23

Y: 166 184

{a} verify cot(arctan x} : * *t r * 0.

(b) Calculate lim*.-o [cosx]#.

r42

4

180

{lEmarks}

5

338

{4marks}

{Smarkel

{Smarks}
(3mark*)

{Smarks}

L7l

the polar form (trigonometric form). Then find E such that s3 lSmarks!

18) A ladder 5 ?n tong is leaning against a wall. The bottsm of the ladder

is pulled along the ground away from the wall, at the rate of 2 fs n/s.
How fast is its height on the wall decreasing until when the foot of the

ladder is 4 m away from the wall? {1Smarksf

19) The number of car accidents .s in years on a highway, was found

to be approximately the differential equation *: kr where t is the

time in years and k is a constant. At the beginning of 2010 the number

of recorded accidents was 50. tf the number of accidents increased

to 60 at the beginning of 2012; estimate the number of accidents
that were expected at the beginning of 2015. {l5marks}

20) (a) Let I be a linear operator so that f {fi + ?fr) : 8fi * 2S

and I(d - #) : Zfi - d. Find f (d] and I(S). t6marL*|"
(bl tet f U" a linear transformation so that /(x,y) : (tr * ?y,3x - 4y)

and gtr,Y) - {x + Y,Y). Find:

{c) For each complex number l,[ : 1 * il and $r - *1 + fdS, frnd

{t fsft,a)
(ii) gof(x, ylsf(x,a)

(iii) f-l{ay}f-'(ay}

u
w
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